[Improvement on high frame rate ultrasonic imaging system based on linear frequency-modulated signal].
The high frame rate (HFR) ultrasonic imaging system based on linear frequency-modulated (LFM) signal constructs images at a high frame rate; the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of this system can also be improved. Unfortunately, such pulse compression methods that increase the SNR usually cause range sidelobe artifacts. In an imaging situation, the effects of the sidelobes extending on either side of the compressed pulse will be self-noise along the axial direction and masking of weaker echoes. The improvement on high frame rate ultrasonic imaging system based on LFM signal is considered in this paper. In this proposed scheme, a predistorted LFM signal is used as excited signal and a mismatched filter is applied on receiving end. The results show that the proposed HFR ultrasonic imaging system can achieve higher SNR and the axial resolution is also improved.